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ACRONYM is a short, easy-to-remember and pronounce name that identifies the
project; it can be created, e.g., from the first letters of the project name [2].

AFFILIATED ENTITIES are the entities related to the beneficiary of the Horizon
Europe framework program. Affiliates participate take part in tasks with similar
responsibilities and rights as the beneficiary, but do not sign the Grant Agreement [2].

BENEFICIARY is a legal entity that has signed a Grant Agreement with the European
Commission (or one of its executive agencies) and bears full responsibility for the
performance of tasks assigned to it in the project [2].

The executor is any person (resident or non-resident) who has a written agreement with
the development partner or a person authorized by the development partner and ensures
the implementation of the project (program), including on a paid basis [3].

Horizon 2020 was the EU's research and innovation funding programme from
2014-2020 with a budget of nearly €80 billion. [4].

CALL FOR PROPOSAL is the call for proposals within the framework of European
Union programs, including the Horizon Europe framework program [2].

CLUSTER is the thematic element of the second level of the Horizon Europe program
“Global Challenges and Industrial Competitiveness”. As part of the Horizon Europe
program, we have 6 thematic clusters [2].

CONSORTIUM AGREEMENT is an internal written agreement between project
consortium partners defining the internal organization of the consortium. This includes,
among other things, the distribution of EU funds, additional rules, partner rights and
obligations within the consortium, as well as intellectual property management. It must
be concluded before signing a grant agreement with the European Commission or its
executive agency [2].

COORDINATOR is the main beneficiary in the consortium. Only the coordinator
among all consortium beneficiaries communicates with the European Commission
officer, receives funding from the EC under the grant agreement, and subsequently
disburses funds to consortium members according to the agreed budget and the amount
of funding received from the EC [2].



CORDIS. The Community Research and Development Information Service (CORDIS)
is the European Commission's primary source of results from the projects funded by the
EU's framework programmes for research and innovation, from FP1 to Horizon Europe.
[1].

DASHBOARD is an interactive data display platform. The dashboard offers a
convenient and publicly accessible tool for selecting data about participation in
submitted applications and projects, e.g., success rates, allocated funds. It offers
intuitive filtering functions that allow analysis of participation, e.g., by geographic
location and individual countries, subject area of research, types of organizations, etc.
[2].

EUROPEAN RESEARCH AREA (ERA) is a single market for research, innovation
and technology across the European Union without borders. ERA has been implemented
since 2000. It ensures the free movement of both researchers and knowledge [2].

FRAMEWORK PROGRAM is a comprehensive single system of financing by the
European Commission (European Union government) coordinated pan-European
relevant scientific research within a specific period (framework), recommended for
implementation and approved at the Rome Meeting at the highest level of leading
European countries in 1983. The "Framework Program" is the main instrument of the
European Union for financing scientific research, as provided for in the Agreement
establishing the European Community (Part 3, Section XVIII, Article 166, p.114.
Brussels, Belgium, 1984) [10].

FRAMEWORK PROJECT is a time-limited, resource-limited, and quality
requirement unique set of processes aimed at achieving unique goals and tasks for
creating new value (product or service) that stands out within a specific framework
program, supports its priorities, and is financed through it [10].

FUNDING & TENDER OPPORTUNITIES is dedicated to programs centrally
managed by the European Commission. The portal includes the review of funding
applications, information on processes and funding programs, a project submission
system, as well as information on tender processes. It is also used for reporting on
projects implemented under EU programs and for finding partners for relevant
competitions [2].

GRANT is monetary or other funds, which are transferred by international
organizations, as well as citizens and legal entities (including foreign ones) for carrying
out the specific scientific research, development of draft laws, training of personnel, etc.



goals on the terms provided by the grantor. Grants are provided free of charge and
without refund [5];

- financial or other resources provided on a free and irrevocable basis by the state,
legal entities, individuals, including foreign ones, and (or) international organizations
for the development of the material and technical base for carrying out scientific and
scientific and technical activities, carrying out specific fundamental and ( or) applied
scientific research, scientific and technical (experimental) developments, in particular
for the payment of scientific (scientific and pedagogical) workers in the framework of
their implementation, according to the directions and on the conditions determined by
the grant providers [6];

– a direct financial contribution transferred from the EU budget to reimburse part of
the costs of activities that comply with EU policy [2].

GRANT AGREEMENT (GA) is signed between the coordinator and partners of the
project consortium and the European Commission or its executive agency for the
purpose of implementing the project financed under the Horizon Europe program [2].

GRANT DONOR (GRANTOR) is a domestic or foreign charitable organization that
provides grant support to specific projects that meet its goals and objectives [11].

HORIZON EUROPE is the next, ninth framework program for financing research and
innovation projects of the European Union in 2021-2027 [2].

INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION is a separate type of institution, which is
a legal entity under private or public law, operates in accordance with the issued license
to conduct educational activities at certain levels of higher education, conducts
scientific, scientific and technical, innovative and/or methodical activities, ensures the
organization of the educational process and acquisition of higher education and
post-graduate education by individuals, taking into account their vocations, interests and
abilities [7].

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PROGRAM are legally
defined organizational boundaries for the implementation of international scientific and
technical projects, united to achieve a common goal within the priority areas of science
and technology development of partner countries [8].

INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PROJECT are a set of
interrelated research, development, improvement, and implementation activities carried
out jointly by Ukrainian and foreign scientists in accordance with Ukrainian legislation
[8].



ORGANIZATION is a form of association of people for their joint activities within a
structure; an institution designed to perform specified functions, address established
tasks, such as a school, institute, bank, government agency [9].

PARTICIPANT IDENTIFICATION CODE (PIC) is a nine-digit number assigned by
the European Commission to a legal entity. One can register or find this code on the
Funding & tender opportunities portal [2].

PROJECT MONITORING is a system for observing the implementation status of a
project (program) [3].

(PROJECT) PROPOSAL from the EU budget submitted in response to a published
call for proposals [2].

SCIENTIFIC (SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL) PROJECT is a set of measures related
to ensuring the conduct and direct implementation of scientific research and/or
scientific-technical developments to achieve a specific scientific or scientific-technical
result [6].

SCIENTIFIC (RESEARCH, SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL,
SCIENTIFIC-TECHNOLOGICAL, SCIENTIFIC-PRACTICAL) INSTITUTION
is a legal entity, regardless of its organizational and legal form and form of ownership,
formed in accordance with the procedure established by law, for which scientific and
(or) scientific and technical activity is the main one [6].

SMALL OR MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISE (SME) are a micro, small or
medium-sized enterprise according to the European Commission Recommendation of
May 6, 2003/361/EC. To qualify for EU funding as an SME, a company must meet
specific conditions, including employing fewer than 250 employees, having an annual
turnover of up to 50 million euros and/or an annual balance sheet total of up to 43
million euros [2].

THIRD COUNTRIES ASSOCIATED TO HORIZON EUROPE: Albania, Armenia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Georgia, Iceland, Israel, Kosovo, Moldova,
Morocco, North Macedonia, Norway, Serbia, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukraine, the United
Kingdom (after signing an association agreement with the European Commission),
Faroe Islands. In the case of the Euratom program, Ukraine and the United Kingdom are
additionally included in the associated countries. The list of associated countries is
updated as countries join. Horizon Europe; Programme Guide [2].

WORK PROGRAMME is a document adopted by the European Commission
regarding the programming and planning of activities in programs funded by the



European Union within its competence. Work programs have been published, including
for the Horizon Europe framework program: Level I Advanced Science; Level II Global
Challenges and Industrial Competitiveness; Level III Innovative Europe [1].
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